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Esther’s Top Keynote:

Esther Weinberg
Eye-opening truths that dive deeply
into the nail-biting ripple effect of
change and consolidation.

A powerful and direct, yet compassionate speaker
with a timely message, Esther Weinberg is a masterful
business growth accelerator that’s earned a
reputation in high-growth media and technology
industries for game-changing breakthroughs with
executives, leaders and teams.
Despite uncertain times, Esther is not afraid to tell
eye-opening truths that dives deeply into the impact
of change and consolidation. She does so to create
the access and opportunity for meaningful dialogue
and action to develop workplace cultures of trust,
respect and safety. In fact, she loves to
roll-up-her-sleeves, authentically and methodically
helping organizations build sustainable company
cultures that thrive vs. survive.
As Founder & Chief Leadership Development Officer
of The Ready Zone, Esther is masterful at connecting
with audiences. She effectively taps into the truth
around the nail-biting ripple effects of change and
shares proven systems how organizations and leaders
can propel themselves forward dynamically to
continue to keep focused, engaged and in action.
Esther engaging talks and sessions are filled with
real, front-line examples and proven, practical,
transformative tools and systems that help
benchmark and measure results including how to:
1.

2.
3.

Analyze the common costly mistakes that
derail organizations from staying relevant and
powerful.
Create ways to be visible and influential in a
remote world.
Lead through the turbulence of layoffs and
reorganizations and devise new strategies for
leading and inspiring those who are remaining,
including yourself.

4. Examine ways to rethink and retain culture
since teams are more dispersed and not
originally designed to be led and fostered
remotely.
5. Eliminate the new widening gap between
senior leaders and those in the middle.
6. Create impact and influence without authority.
7. Master boundaries and balance.
With over 20-years experience, her innovative
strategies have assisted clients to grow, scale and
thrive during the worst and best of times including
Netflix, NBCUniversal, Microsoft, ESPN,
WarnerMedia, Warner Bros., CNN, DreamWorks
Animation, Discovery Communications, Adobe,
Disney, IMAX, National Geographic, and
Nickelodeon.

Pivot Ready: How To Thrive
Through Change You Did
Not Ask For.
Before COVID-19, studies reported that 77% of
companies were ill prepared to deal with anticipated
business disruption, 1/3 of senior leaders report feeling
extremely burned out and $900 billion is wasted on
failed transformation efforts each year. Organizations
were struggling with reorganizations, mergers,
acquisitions and fast paced technology that’s moved
everything faster than we have ever imagined.
Then the pandemic began and instantly organizations,
teams and leaders were thrown into seismic changes
that continue to cascade. Organizations now need to
propel themselves forward dynamically and how do
you as a leader do that with a workforce that’s
challenged to keep focused, engaged and in action?

If you want to stay relevant, innovative creative and
successful, it’s faster achieved by becoming masterful
at creating “Pivot Moments.”

Why podcasters, event
planners and organizations
love to work with Esther
Weinberg:
Because the stakes have never been higher on
valuing people and creating a workplace
culture that’s prepared to adapt.

The ability to capitalize on “Pivot Moments,” your
ability to move dynamically and nimbly, is the secret
to having the ability to reframe, refocus and realign
your leadership during times of change. While your
industry, your organization and team are moving
through constant disruptions, the opportunity now as a
leader is how do you think different and act differently
instead of leaning on old paradigms and filters of how
we view the world, our business and colleagues.

•

Esther’s drive for developing global leaders stems
from her work abroad, including Botswana, Israel and
Uganda. She is a graduate of New York University,
and a member of Promax, and Harvard’s Institute of
Coaching at McLean Hospital. Esther is a member of
the Forbes Coaches Council and a contributor to
Forbes.

Join leadership expert Esther Weinberg as she reveals
how to succeed and thrive through change that you
did not ask for including such practical strategies as:

•

Investing in your people
and company culture is
VITAL for your bottom line.

3.

A respected thought-leader with first-hand
experience, Esther has held executive positions at
Disney and Fox, as well as stood in the shoes of
C-Suite executives as an interim CEO and leader at
numerous organizations.

— Esther Weinberg

1.
2.

Discover a simple three step diagnostic tool
to move you from reactive to proactive to
create greater resilience.
Identify where you are in the change cycle
and how to move yourself and your team
more intentionally through them to be more
productive and engaged.
Learn the one key common roadblock that
will derail you quickly and how to overcome
it rapidly and effectively.

Even when the pandemic leaves, digital technologies
will still be permanently impacting business increasing change, pouring opportunities in and
making enormous risks seem to appear instantly.

•
•
•

•

Esther makes people think in meaningful
ways that go deep and command attention
Esther’s presentations are fun and engaging,
complete with a candid and practical
approach
Each presentation is customized to fit the
audience, including relatable examples and
meaningful data
Attendees leave with practical tools and
strategies to take action.
Esther is not only inspiring on presentation
day; she’s a great communicator with
organizers leading up to the event. Detailed
and punctual, Esther is on her game from
booking to show time.
From full or half-day in person or virtual
presentations and expert panels, to keynotes,
workshops and multi-day retreats, Esther’s
platform can be flexible to accommodate
events.

Esther's programs are perfect for:
• Leadership keynotes for organizations and
conferences
• Break-out sessions on leading change
• Women’s leadership conferences
• Technology and media conferences and
sessions
• Employee resource groups

Book
Esther
Weinberg
today.
(323) 424-3474
esther@thereadyzone.com
thereadyzone.com

